
COPYRIGHT YDY COACHING

W E E K  T W O
L E T ' S  G E T  R E A L



Firstly before we dive into the
questions for the week, I want you to
open up & be very real with yourself, if
we humble ourselves to the
sabotaging beliefs and systems we
hold, it allows space to heal, accept &
move forward. 
Just because we have been acting a
certain way for a long time doesn't
mean we are at fault or incapable of
change, change is scary. 
The reptilian part of our brain is there
to keep us safe, so even if something
isn't serving us, it has a comfortability
which our brain loves, honour that
breaking these patterns takes
courage. 

Allow the uncertainty of life to hold

you. Get curious

You are here because you know there
is more life has to offer. You know
change is possible.
Let me tell you babe, a life beyond
your wildest dreams exists right now,
all you have to do is claim it.

GET

CURIOUS

W E E K  T W O
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Take a deep breath, hold your hand over your heart and repeat after
me.

"I AM READY FOR CHANGE, I CLAIM MY NEW LIFE NOW, I KNOW FOR CHANGE TO

HAPPEN I MUST FIRST HUMBLE MYSELF TO THE PROCESS, I ALLOW MYSELF TO

OPEN UP IN THIS SPACE AND BE HELD, I AM SO READY."

SELF REFLECTION

+ Where have you not been showing up for yourself?

“The use of love is to heal. When it flows without effort from the depth of

the Self, love creates health. If you create any open space within

yourself, love will fill it. The love you feel in life is a reflection of the

love you feel in yourself."

-DEEPAK CHOPRA
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+ What areas in your life do you have trouble allowing help?

LET'S  GET REAL

+ Do you tend to fill up everyone else's cup before your own?

+ Do you fear being truly seen?



Limiting

beliefs are

just that, 

L IMIT ING.
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K E E P  G O I N G

+ How would it feel to step into your power? To
say, do, act, however, your soul is called too?

+ Does this scare you or light you up? ( Be honest
either way it’s okay )

+ If this scares you, why?



+ Where do you think these fears originated ? 

you are in

CONTROL
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+ What’s your biggest excuses for not prioritizing
self care? Lack of time, energy, not thinking it’s
important?
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YOU 

ARE LOVE

+ What are your most common self sabotaging thoughts?

+ How have you successfully gotten yourself out of a rut before ?
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+ Do you hold any shame or guilt? If so what is it, and where
in your body do you hold it? ( intuitively feel this out )

LET'S  GET REAL

+ What would it feel like to you to absolutely love your whole
being? flaws & all (your imperfections are perfect babe) 

+ Do you believe you have the power to change? Are you
ready to hold yourself accountable? Are you ready to accept
every part of you? Honesty is key.



YOU  DID

IT .

Okay I know that was hard
and probably brought up a lot
of emotions, I am so proud of
you for being honest with
yourself and working through
those questions. This week's
workbook is shorter because
we want to allow time to
integrate our past truths
without getting stuck there.
Becoming honest with
ourselves is a huge part of the
journey. I invite you this week
to scan your life and see
which thoughts do not belong
to you.

Most of our beliefs have been
spoon-fed to us by society,
parents or close relationships. I
want you to ASK yourself every-
time a limiting belief comes up.

"Is this mine?"

90 percent of the time it doesn't
belong to us, it belongs to
someone else. You are not at
fault for the thoughts you think
but you are in control of them. 
Carry your notebook around
this week or create a specific
note in your phone and jot
down every limiting belief that
arises & try to pinpoint where it
came from, be it a person,
experience etc. At the end of the
week, we are going to rewrite
these thoughts.
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Love Always,
Pia Rose
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GO  DEEPER ,
WRITE  ALL

YOUR

LIMITING

BELIEFS

BELOW

WWW . Y O U D E S E R V E Y O U CO V E N . C OM

Y O U  D E S E R V E  Y O U
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